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More Than 200 Cats Need Homes in San Diego 
SDHS Hopes You Will Give an Adult Cat a Loving Home 

 

SAN DIEGO — With kitten season in full swing, adopters are flocking to San Diego Humane Society 

to find a young kitten and bypassing many of the available cats. SDHS now has an abundance of adult 

cats (7 months and older) who are in need of a loving home. 

 

SDHS reminds potential adopters about the benefits of adopting an adult cat: 

 

1. Adult cats are already litter box-trained, so you won’t need to worry about accidents in the house 

like you might with a new kitten. 

 

2. Kittens are adorable, but they need more attention, training and patience than adult cats. 

 

3. Unlike kittens, adult cats are much more relaxed. They sleep around 16 hours a day. 

 

4. When you adopt an adult cat, you know what you’re getting. While kittens are still developing, 

adult cats are well established. Adopters won’t need to guess what type of temperament they will 

turn out to have. 

 

5. When you adopt an adult cat, you are truly helping an animal in need. Kittens are often adopted 

very quickly from shelters, while adult cats often spend months waiting for a special family to 

come along. 

 

San Diego Humane Society has adult cats available for adoption at all three campuses: Escondido, 

Oceanside and San Diego. You can view our available cats on our website at sdhumane.org/pet.  

 

To schedule an interview or for more information, please contact Dariel Walker at (619) 250-6801 

or dwalker@sdhumane.org.  

 

B-Roll of adult cats at SDHS is available here: https://spaces.hightail.com/receive/lgmeBlB3kU  

 

Suggested Tweet: @sdhumane hopes YOU will give an adult cat a loving home. They have so many 

wonderful adult cats available for adoption. View them all at sdhumane.org/pet. #AdoptDontShop 

 
About San Diego Humane Society  

San Diego Humane Society’s scope of social responsibility goes beyond adopting animals. We offer programs that strengthen 

the human-animal bond, prevent cruelty and neglect, provide medical care, educate the community and serve as a safety net 
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for all pet families. Serving San Diego County since 1880, San Diego Humane Society has campuses located in Escondido, 

Oceanside and San Diego. For more information; please visit www.sdhumane.org. 
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